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Abstract

In the last years, energy efficiency has been of great concern due to the increasing number of vehicles that is on the road. For this reason, energy recovery systems are being developed. Regenerative dampers, which are a category of these devices, are able to harvest energy coming from the road irregularities. In this way, the energy is no more dissipated into heat by the damper, but it is recovered through an hydraulic pump rigidly connected to an electric generator.

The goal of this study is to develop a Matlab® and Carsim® full-vehicle model of a segment C car with regenerative hydraulic dampers in order to evaluate the improvements that could be obtained in terms of harvested energy and, also, in terms of vehicle comfort and dynamics by properly tuning the damper device. Moreover, an analysis on the CO₂ savings will be carried out, considering several driving conditions, with different road roughness profiles and vehicle velocities.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{eha}$</td>
<td>Pressure of the EHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_h$</td>
<td>Harvested power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{or}$</td>
<td>Pressure through the orifices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>Pump capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_g$</td>
<td>Volumetric flow through the pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{pump}$</td>
<td>Oil flow rate through the pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{top}$</td>
<td>Volumetric flow passing through the valve between chamber A and B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Loop resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_e$</td>
<td>External resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_i$</td>
<td>Internal resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Spatial frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{CO_2}$</td>
<td>$CO_2$ saving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_0$</td>
<td>Simulation start time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{end}$</td>
<td>Simulation ending time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_m$</td>
<td>PMSM output torque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{pump}$</td>
<td>Pump output torque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>Control input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{emf}$</td>
<td>Back electromotive force voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{output}$</td>
<td>Output voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_n$</td>
<td>Input voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$</td>
<td>Relative axial velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{in}$</td>
<td>Input damper velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>Vehicle speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{battery}$</td>
<td>Battery voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_d$</td>
<td>Direct-axis voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{in}$</td>
<td>Input voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_m$</td>
<td>Validation metric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{PE}$</td>
<td>Marginal engine’s efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_q$</td>
<td>Quadrature voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_L$</td>
<td>Vertical displacement of the vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_r$</td>
<td>Road surface change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_s$</td>
<td>Suspension supplement displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z_u$</td>
<td>Vertical displacement of unsprung mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z_w$</td>
<td>Vertical displacement of the wheel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction

Vehicle energy harvesting and the improvement of energy efficiency have been of concern for the last two decades. In recent years, the increasing number of vehicles on the road has lead to a dramatic increase in fossil fuel demand [1]. A high rate of consumption results in excessive carbon footprint and emissions. Since 2013, transportation accounts for about 23% of the global $CO_2$ emissions. In particular, road transportation is responsible for more than two third of the entire amount of $CO_2$ due to transportation [2]. Some of the advanced technologies to improve vehicle fuel efficiency, in order to reduce emissions, are
regenerative systems. The most popular regenerative systems are regenerative braking and regenerative suspensions. The former system has been widely studied and is currently used by different car manufacturers. The latter, instead, which is the subject of this work, is not yet commercialized and it still needs some further investigations. The main goal of a vehicle suspension system is the reduction of vibrations from road roughness, in order to have good ride comfort and to maintain a good tire-ground contact to have good handling capabilities. A conventional shock absorber dissipates the mechanical energy into heat with a fixed damping behavior. Conversely, a regenerative damper converts the mechanical energy into electrical energy that can be then used to charge the battery (Figure 1.2). However, this type of shock absorber has some challenges that must be faced before considering its introduction in mass production vehicles.

1.1 Objectives of the work

The first step of the project is to provide a summery of the state of art of the technologies that have been studied in past research, providing a classification of the most relevant solutions, highlighting pros and cons of each solution. The main part of the project is

Figure 1.2: *Comparison between conventional and regenerative shock absorbers*
then aimed at evaluating the final benefits that a regenerative damper could provide. As a first analysis, the amount of energy that can ideally be recovered from the damper is analyzed, considering different driving conditions. Then, a model of the regenerative damper is included inside the car model and the efficiency of the damper is evaluated. Moreover, an appropriate strategy will be studied in order to reach the best possible trade-off between energy harvesting and ride comfort.

1.2 Methodology

In order to simulate the aforementioned model, both CarSim® and Matlab® software are used. In particular:

- CarSim® software will be used to simulate the full vehicle model. The vehicle analyzed is an Alfa Romeo Giulietta (segment C).
- Matlab® software is used to simulate the dampers’ behavior. All the damper models are inside the Simulink environment.

During the simulations, the two simulations run in parallel, and continuously exchange information coming from the damper modeled in Simulink. After the simulation, both the outputs from Simulink regarding regeneration and the outputs from CarSim regarding the vehicle behaviour are available.

1.3 Thesis organization

The thesis is organized as listed below:

**Chapter 2** the literature review and the state of art of regenerative suspensions are presented. Small remarks on vehicle dynamics are also present, in particular vertical dynamics and road profile analysis. Some statistical data concerning vehicle usage are also provided.

**Chapter 3** the creation of the model and the description of both the full vehicle and damper model is shown. Moreover, a characterization of the road profiles used during
the simulation is provided. The integration of the damper model inside the full vehicle will occur, as well as the description of the control strategy.

Chapter 4 the results coming from the simulations with both conventional and regenerative dampers are presented. The amount of energy that is recovered is evaluated according to vehicle usage statistics. The analysis of the results obtained is carried out and the benefits attained thanks to the use of this new type of damper are investigated.

Chapter 5 the conclusions and findings of the research are summarized and future recommendations are presented.
Chapter 2

Literature review

2.1 Vehicle suspension system

The vehicle suspension system is responsible for driving comfort and safety as the suspension carries the vehicle body and transmits all forces between the body and the road. It consists of wishbones, a spring, and the shock absorber to transmit and also filter all forces between the body and road. The spring carries the body mass and isolates the body from road disturbances and thus contributes to drive comfort. The damper contributes to both driving safety and comfort. Its task is the damping of body and wheel oscillations, where the avoidance of wheel oscillations directly refers to drive safety, as a non-bouncing wheel is the condition for best transferring road-contact forces. These two characteristics will now be analyzed more deeply.

Driving Safety It is the result of a harmonious suspension design in terms of wheel suspension, steering and braking, and is reflected in an optimal dynamic behavior of the vehicle. Tire load variation is an indicator for tire-road contact and can be used to determine a quantitative value for safety.

Driving Comfort It results from keeping the physiological stress that the vehicle occupants are subjected to by vibrations, noise, and climatic conditions down to as low a
level as possible. The acceleration of the body is an obvious quantity for the motion and vibration of the car body and can be used to determine a quantitative value for driving comfort.

In order to improve the ride quality, it is necessary to isolate the body, also called the sprung mass, from the road disturbances and to decrease the resonance peak of the sprung mass near $1 \, Hz$, which is known to be a sensitive frequency to human body. In order to improve the ride stability, it is important to keep the tire in contact with the road surface, and therefore to decrease the resonance peak near $10 \, Hz$, which is the resonance frequency of the unsprung mass. However, ride quality and drive stability are two conflicting fields, so a compromise has to be found. For this reason, several types of suspensions have been designed, in order to obtain the best from both the required fields. These suspensions will be analyzed in the following section.

2.1.1 Types of vehicle suspension system

Nowadays, many studies are focused on research into vehicle suspension systems, both to improve handling performance and to try to recover a part of the energy that is dissipated in the suspension itself. The former kind of suspension is called active, the latter regenerative. In the following, the two categories will be analyzed in detail. A suspension system is essential to isolate the frame of the vehicle from the disturbances coming from the road. The damper has the role to reduce the disturbances coming from the road by smoothing out the shock, so it dissipates energy. However, a suspension system has also a fundamental role concerning the vehicle dynamic behavior. Advantages on handling performance can be obtained by controlling the amount of damping. According to the amount of controllability that can be obtained on the system, the suspension systems are categorized as passive, semi-active and active.

2.1.2 Passive suspension systems

Passive suspension systems are characterized by complete lack of additional energy required for their operation. The spring and damping properties of these systems are static and are described by constant force-displacement and force-velocity curves. These characteristics
are determined by the designer of the suspension, according to the design goals and intended application. A heavily damped suspension will yield good vehicle handling, but also transfers much of the road input to the vehicle body. When the vehicle is traveling at low speed on a rough road or at high speed in a straight line, this will be perceived as a harsh ride. A lightly damped suspension will yield a more comfortable ride, but can significantly reduce the stability of the vehicle in turns or lane change maneuvers. According to the segment of the vehicle to which they are applied, a compromise between ride comfort and ride handling needs to be found, since the suspension characteristics remain constant for all road profiles.

2.1.3 Semi-active suspension systems

In semi-active suspensions, an actuating force is generated by a controller. In this case, the damping characteristic can be changed to some extent. These suspensions have better performance than passive suspension systems. The adjustable damping characteristic can be obtained through the use of different technologies, such as Electro-Rheological and Magneto-Rheological fluids, solenoid-valves and piezoelectric actuators.

2.1.4 Active suspension systems

An active suspension system is able to generate forces between the vehicle’s body and wheels that are fully independent of the current suspension travel direction. The application of forces requires a non-negligible amount of energy, thus it requires an external power source.

Figure 2.1: Quarter vehicle models: a) Passive, b) Active, c) Semi-Active suspension systems
2.2 Passive damper devices

Vehicle shock absorbers are actually vibration dampers. Vibration dampers are arranged parallel to the vehicle suspension and have the following tasks [6]:

- to dampen oscillations and vibrations of the vehicle’s body caused by uneven roads or driving conditions
- to quickly reduce and eliminate road-induced wheel and axle vibration in order to provide constant contact between the tire and the roadway. This helps ensure good tracking and braking performance

When the vehicle drives over a bump, the suspension springs and vibration dampers are compressed. The resulting shock to the vehicle is absorbed by the suspension. The suspension prevents the sprung mass from making contact with the unsprung mass. The springs, however, tend to relax again, thereby releasing the energy stored within them. In order to quickly reduce and eliminate this springing oscillation between the axle and body, the chassis is equipped with dampers. Sprung and unsprung masses vibrate in different frequency ranges.

2.2.1 Monotube shock absorbers

In a monotube shock absorber, the main chamber and the oil supply chamber are located in the same single cylinder tube. The oil and gas are separated by a moving separating piston with an O-ring seal. The system is shown in Figure 2.2. The damping valves for both rebound and compression stages are located on the piston. When the vehicle suspension rebounds, the piston valve, which is located at the bottom of the piston, applies resistance to the oil as it flows downward. The gas pressure is reduced by an amount which corresponds to the lost piston rod volume. When the vehicle suspension compresses, the oil is forced from the bottom chamber through the piston and the valve located on top of the piston.

2.2.2 Twin-tube shock absorbers

In a twin-tube shock absorber, the main cylinder and the outer tube form two chambers: the main chamber in the main cylinder and the oil supply chamber located between the
main cylinder and the outer tube. The movement of the piston and piston rod takes place in the main chamber. The annular oil supply chamber compensates for any oil volume changes in the main chamber caused by the piston rod movement. The extension and retraction of the piston rod causes the gas pressure in the oil supply chamber to increase or decrease. This change in pressure corresponds to the volume of the oil exchanged. For damping, two valves are used: the piston valve and the bottom valve. The system is shown in Figure 2.3. These valves consist of an arrangement of spring disks, helical springs, and valve bodies with restriction holes. When the vehicle suspension rebounds, the piston valve alone provides

**Figure 2.2:** Monotube damper (figure reproduced from [3])

**Figure 2.3:** Twin-tube shock absorber (figure reproduced from [4])
damping by applying resistance to the oil flowing downwards from the chamber above the piston. This resistance slows the upward movement of the piston. The oil required in the main chamber flows freely from the supply chamber through the open check valve located in the bottom valve. When the vehicle suspension is compressed, damping is provided by a combination of the bottom valve and, to a certain extent, the flow rate resistance of the piston in the compression direction. During compression, the oil displaced by the piston rod flows into the supply chamber. The bottom valve applies resistance to this flow, slowing its movement. The piston valve provides a small resistance which can be adjusted according to the damping requirement.

2.2.3 Comparison of passive damper types

The specific properties of mono-tube and twin-tube shock absorbers can be summarized as follows:

- Due to the separation of gas and oil, the valve function of a monotube damper tends to cavitate slightly less than that of a twin-tube damper. As a result, a monotube damper functions slightly better for short strokes

- Twin-tube dampers use two separate valves for compression and rebound. This allows more flexibility when specifying the characteristic curves. The compression damping of a monotube shock absorber is limited by the gas pressure which helps absorb the damping forces

- The pressurized (preloaded) seals in a monotube damper result in slightly higher friction

- The position of the compensation chamber at the end of a monotube damper results in a thinner but longer package

- There are no restrictions on the installation position of a monotube damper, but a twin-tube damper must remain approximately vertical

- Monotube dampers contain fewer parts than twin-tube dampers, and weigh slightly less as a result
2.3 Regenerative suspension systems

It is well known that when vehicles travel on the road, they are subjected to forces coming from the road irregularities, braking and acceleration forces, cornering forces and other disturbances that can affect comfort and drive ability. As discussed before, the use of active suspension systems improves ride quality and handling, but with the disadvantage of a great amount of energy needed. For this reason, regenerative suspensions have been proposed, in order to harvest energy while reducing vibrations [4,5]. The research done on energy harvesting dampers shows that approximately 200 $W$ of power are dissipated by dampers of passenger cars at 30 $mph$ on highway pavement roughness [6]. Several energy harvesting dampers have been studied; these can be divided into different categories: piezoelectric, electromagnetic and hydraulic devices.

2.3.1 Piezoelectric damper devices

Piezoelectric materials are able to convert strain energy into electricity. These materials create a voltage under an applied strain and vice versa [7]. These piezoelectric devices have many drawbacks, due to the fact that generally strains are very small, thus reducing the amount of energy that could be recovered, and also the voltage produced by piezoelectric materials has a decay time. In [22] a dual-mass piezoelectric bar harvester is developed for energy harvesting from ambient vibrations of a vehicle suspension system. The piezoelectric bar transducer model consists of a spring, a lever consisting of both a long and a short moment arm and the piezoelectric bar itself. The results obtained show that the RMS (root mean square) of the generated power increases with an increase in the velocity of the vehicles and the class of road surface according to the ISO standard, an increase in the ratio of the moment arms of the lever, and a decrease in the width of the piezoelectric bar. The piezoelectric bar transducer model is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.4. It consists of a spring with a stiffness coefficient $k$, a lever $AB$ consisting of a long moment arm of $AC$ with a length $L_1$ and a short moment arm $BC$ with length $L_2$, a fixed hinge for restricting linear displacement of the lever at point $C$, and a piezoelectric bar with a Young’s modulus $E_p$, a width $a_b$ and height $h$. The equivalent stiffness coefficient of the device assembled by
the lever and the piezoelectric bar is

$$k' = \frac{E_p d_b^2}{n^2 h}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3.1)

where $n$ is the ratio between the two lengths $L_1$ and $L_2$. Therefore, the total stiffness coefficient of the piezoelectric bar is equal to

$$k_{tot} = \frac{kk'}{k + k'}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3.2)

Its characteristics have been simulated in a quarter car model by X.D.Xie and Q. Wang [22]. The model considered is characterized by the unsprung mass $m_1$, the stiffness of the tire $k_1$, the sprung mass $m_2$, a spring $k_2$ and a damper $c_2$ connecting the two masses $m_1$ and $m_2$. While the value of $k_2$ is given by the total stiffness of the piezoelectric bar from Equation 2.3.2, the damping coefficient $c_2$ can be derived as follows

$$c_2 = \frac{n^2 d_{33}^2 k_2}{\pi^2 c_v f}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3.3)

where $d_{33}$ is the piezoelectric constant in the polling direction, $c_v$ is the electrical capacity of the piezoelectric bar and $f$ is the first natural vibration frequency of the vehicle suspension.

The computation results show that the RMS of the power increases with an increase in the ratio of the moment arms of the lever, and a decrease in the width of the piezoelectric bar.

### 2.3.2 Electromagnetic damper devices

Electromagnetic devices involve the conversion of kinetic energy into electrical energy. A voltage is produced between two ends of the device by the movement of a magnetic field.
The movement of the damper generates, from Faraday’s law of induction, an induced electromotive force proportional to the derivative of the magnetic flux ($\phi$) through the circuit with respect to time.

$$E = -\frac{d\phi}{dt} \quad (2.3.4)$$

This kind of device can be used both as actuation and regenerative device. The drawback of this device is given by their dimensions, which are much larger than a regular damper. This could be a limiting factor in case of a small space available in the suspension system.

The electromagnetic suspension system consists of a linear electromagnetic motor. The electromagnetic motor has the role of converting the energy of the suspension into electrical power. This actuator is made of adjacent magnets facing each other and equally spaced [4].

The maximum current generated by this device is given by:

$$I = \frac{V}{R} = \sigma B_r v A \quad (2.3.5)$$

where $\sigma$ is the electrical conductivity, $B_r$ the magnetic flux in the radial direction and $v$ is the relative axial velocity and $A$ is the cross-sectional area. Lei Zuo et al. [9] created a prototype, evaluating the voltage and power generated. The shock absorber is in the configuration of a linear generator, as shown in Figure 2.5. The magnets are arranged with like-poles of adjacent magnets facing each other to redirect the magnetic flux in the radial direction. A concentric outer cylinder made of high magnetically permeable material is used to reduce the reluctance of the magnetic loops, to further increase the flux density in the coils. The EMF voltage $V$ generated by a conductor of length $l$ moving in a magnetic field $B$, at a constant velocity $v$ is given by

$$V = Bvl \quad (2.3.6)$$
and the maximum current is given by Equation 2.3.5. So, the peak power $P$ can be calculated as

$$P = VI = B_i^2 v^2 \sigma l A$$

(2.3.7)

The experiments for the evaluation of power output are carried out considering highway excitation and the RMS voltage measured is $9.30 V$. The performance of a full scale regenerative shock absorber is estimated as $16 - 64 W$. This is the total power that could potentially be harvested, but the actual power will also depend on the harvesting power electronics.

### 2.3.3 Hydraulic pumping damper devices

These devices consist of an energy recovery unit and a hydraulic actuator. They can harvest energy from suspension vibration, and in addition, can achieve a variable damping force by controlling the electrical load of the energy recovery unit [8]. The complete system consists of a hydraulic pump, a DC generator, an accumulator, two check valves and a regenerative circuit. During the extension/compression phases, the oil flows through the hydraulic pump that, in turn, drives the DC motor to generate electric power. The scheme of the damper is shown in Figure 2.6.

![Figure 2.6: Scheme of hydraulic pumping damper (figure reproduced from [13])](image)

The regenerative hydraulic damper is capable of recovering mechanical energy coming from vibration. The use of the hydraulic motor amplifies the transmission between vibratory excitation and power generation. The displacement of the piston makes the oil flow from
one chamber to the other, passing through the hydraulic motor. According to the theory of back electromotive force, the damping forces can be adjusted by changing the generator external circuit load, as in Figure 2.8. Y. Zhang et al. [13] proposed a mathematical model of this regenerative suspension system, and then the damping characteristic, regenerative power and regenerative efficiency of different hydraulic pumping regenerative suspension structures are studied under different input frequencies and electrical loads. The energy recovery part of the mathematical model is based on the following equations. When the high pressure oil drives the hydraulic pump, its rotation speed $\omega$ and output torque $T_{pump}$
are given by

\[ \omega = \frac{2\pi Q_{pump} \eta_v}{q} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.3.8)

\[ T_{pump} = \frac{\Delta P_{pump} q}{2\pi} \eta_m \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.3.9)

where \( Q_{pump} \) is the flow rate through the pump, \( q \) the pump capacity, \( \Delta P_{pump} \) the pressure drop, \( \eta_v \) and \( \eta_m \) are the volumetric and mechanical efficiencies. Several studies on the behavior of the damper were carried out, in particular considering the effect of the electric circuit linked with the damper itself. In Figure 2.9, the behavior of the damper considering different electrical loads is shown. The plot shows that a damping force range from 250 \( N \) to 2400 \( N \) can be obtained by adjusting the external electrical load, which brings a large changeability. Concerning the efficiency, with a constant external load of 15 \( \Omega \), a considerable electrical efficiency and a 73.2\% hydraulic efficiency can be achieved.

\[ \text{Figure 2.9: Force-displacement loops with different electrical loads (figure reproduced from [13])} \]

\[ \text{2.3.4 Magneto-rheological dampers} \]

Magneto-rheological (MR) dampers are semi-active control devices using MR fluids. These fluids have the characteristic that, when subjected to an external magnetic field, they change their rheological properties. When subjected to magnetic field, the particles acquire a dipole moment that causes them to create linear chains parallel to the imposed magnetic field [15]. These devices need a power supply to generate the magnetic field. However, self-powered MR dampers have been studied [16]. This damper is composed of the MR damper part, the
power generator, interaction components and mounting and motion guidance components. To reduce the size of the damper, the power generator is concentric and radially outside the MR damper. The power generator is used both for power generation and velocity sensing. The excitation frequencies that could be reached by MR dampers in their application are quite low. For this reason, in order to have a high conversion efficiency a linear multi-pole electromagnetic generator is used for power generation. Zheng et al. [29] conducted studies on the integration of a permanent magnet linear generator in an MR damper in order to achieve energy harvesting from a vehicle suspension system. The MR damper in this paper has two functions: vibration isolation and energy harvesting. It is composed of an MR damper, magnetic field isolation, connecting device, and energy harvester. The linear electromagnetic generator is concentric with the MR damper. The interaction components include the guide rail, flux guide and flux shield layers. During the motion of the damper, the relative movement between mover and stator of the linear electromagnetic generator happens. Moreover, the yield strength of MR fluid can be controlled by adjusting the input current to the MR damper, thus producing the controllable damping force.

### 2.3.5 Ball-screw dampers

This electro-mechanical actuator consists of a DC motor and a ball screw mechanism. It converts the linear motion of vibration into input torque for a motor. In passive use, the electro-mechanical actuator uses electro-mechanical force as damping force and the damping
force can be electrically controlled by the induced current [23]. This actuator has several important characteristics:

- High controllability achieved by tunable damping force
- Active suspension
- Energy regeneration

The output force, \( F_d \), is evaluated as:

\[
F_d = \Phi i - I_d \ddot{z} - f_r \text{sgn} \dot{z}
\]  

(2.3.10)

where \( f_r \) is dynamic friction coefficient and \( I_d \) the equivalent inertia in equation 2.3.11.

\[
I_d = \left( \frac{2\pi}{l_b} \right)^2 J
\]  

(2.3.11)

where \( l_b \) is the lead of the ball screw and \( J \) is the moment of inertia of the motor rotor and ball screw. A voltage is applied to the motor in order to generate control input according to Equation 2.3.12.

\[
u = -C_s \dot{x}_s - C_u \dot{x}_u
\]  

(2.3.12)

where \( \dot{x}_s \) and \( \dot{x}_u \) are, respectively, the velocity of sprung and unsprung mass, and \( C_s \) and \( C_u \) are the velocity feedback gain of the sprung and unsprung mass. According to experiments done by Kawamoto et al. [23] under conditions of a vehicle traveling at 80 km/h on the rough road equivalent to C level of ISO standard, energy is consumed to isolate the vibration mode of the sprung mass below about 2 Hz. Above this value, energy is regenerated. Huang et al. [30] proposed a new adaptive suspension system based on ball screw mechanism. The function of the ball screw is to control the nut position through the balls rolling between the screw and nut. In this study, if it is given that screw rotation is input, nut displacement is output, as shown in Figure 2.11. The motion of the ball screw can be derived as

\[
Z_r - Z_s = Z_L
\]  

(2.3.13)

where \( Z_L \) is the vertical displacement of the vehicle, \( Z_r \) the road surface change and \( Z_s \) the suspension supplement displacement. The schematic of the controller is shown in Figure
2.12. In this system the road disturbance $Z_r(t)$ as well as the surface variation is measured via optical scales. Next, in order to overcome time delay problem, the Kalman filter is used to estimate the road condition $Z_r(t+1)$. Then, after the comparison between the estimated result and the ball screw supplement is made, an error signal $e(t+1)$ will yield the input of a PID controller. Then, according to the above error signal, the PID controller calculates the error supplement $y(t+1)$ to position the ball screw via the motor. Finally, the suspension supplement $Z_s(t+1)$ resulting from the ball screw will be given as feedback to yield a new error signal for the next step. Other studies on ball-screw regenerative dampers were carried out by Huang et al. [28]. The configuration of the quarter car is, in this case, the one shown
in Figure 2.13. The system is made up of a mass-spring-damper system and a switch-mode rectifier (SMR) connected to the terminals of the DC motor. It is demonstrated that the output force generated by the damper can be computed according to equation 2.3.14.

\[
F_d = \frac{k_e k t k_g^2 \eta_g^2}{(R_{int} + R_{load})d^2 \eta_b^2} \ddot{z} + \frac{J_m k_g^2 \eta_g^2 + J_g + J_b}{d^2 \eta_b^2} \dot{z} \tag{2.3.14}
\]

where \(d = l/2\pi\) and \(z = x - y\). \(J_m\) is the inertia of the motor, \(J_g\) the one of the gearbox, \(J_b\) the one of the ball screw. The gearbox and ball screw efficiencies are \(\eta_g\) and \(\eta_b\), respectively.

The force generated by the damper is dependent on the external resistance, which in this case is also a control parameter.

### 2.3.6 Rack and pinion dampers

The rack and pinion mechanism can convert linear motion into rotation. Suda et al. [24] studied a regenerative active suspension combining a rack and pinion and a rotary motor. Beno et al. [25],[26] developed an electronically controlled active suspension system that adopted the rack and pinion configuration. The experimental results indicated that the limit speed and handling performance of vehicle had been enhanced significantly. Zhongje Li et al. [31] presented the design, modeling, bench experiments, and road tests for a retrofit regenerative shock absorber based on a permanent magnetic generator and a rack-pinion mechanism for energy harvesting and vibration damping. The shock absorber model is shown in Figure 2.14. The shock absorber has several parts, including a generator, a planetary gearbox, bevel gears, rack and pinion, etc. The prototype is then evaluated on a testing machine with sinusoidal displacement inputs. The results show that the equivalent
damping coefficient depends on the external electrical resistance. The selection of gears is critical for the overall performance. With a high transmission ratio, the system can achieve a higher damping coefficient, but it also means a low transmission efficiency. The selection of gears is a compromise between performance, efficiency and compactness. A critical aspect of this damper is the bevel and rack and pinion gears that may cause failure. For this reason, contact fatigue, and the strength of the teeth surface and root should be checked. It is demonstrated in [31] that the equivalent damping ratio of this shock absorber is given by Equation 2.3.15.

\[ C_{eq} = \frac{k_g^2 k_e k_t}{r^2 \eta_g R} + k_v \]  

(2.3.15)

where \( k_g \) is transmission ratio from the pinion gear to the generator rotor, \( k_e \) is the voltage constant, \( k_t \) is the torque constant, \( r \) the pinion radius, \( \eta_g \) the gear transmission efficiency, \( R = r_i + R_e \) the loop resistance and \( k_v \) the viscous friction coefficient between the inner and outer cylinders. It is evident that the external resistance \( R_e \) is an important parameter for the damping coefficient and, for this reason, a control parameter. A total energy conversion efficiency of up to 56% was achieved. During road testing, a peak power of 67.5 W was achieved with a vehicle velocity of 48 km/h on a fairly smooth test road.

### 2.4 Control strategies

By knowing the amount of force the damper is capable of producing and using key attributes of the suspension system (typically the velocities of the sprung and unsprung masses) an optimal amount of damping force can be produced to meet the objective of the system (road-holding, comfort or a combination of both). In order to achieve this functionality, a control algorithm or strategy must be implemented. A variety of control algorithms have been developed over the years and an extensive amount of literature is available for semi-
active and fully-active systems. In both semi-active and fully-active configurations, the most commonly applied control strategies are Skyhook and Groundhook.

### 2.4.1 Skyhook control

The Skyhook control technique was first developed by D. Karnopp et al. [36]. This control strategy is typically associated with comfort rather than road-holding. In order to achieve the comfort objective, the algorithm attempts to minimize the amount of displacement experienced by the sprung mass in a typical quarter-car model. The physical model for this control strategy consists of a damping element connected between a sky reference frame (above the suspended mass) and the suspended mass, a spring element between sprung and unsprung mass and a secondary spring element between unsprung mass and the road reference frame. Equation 2.4.1 reflects how the damping coefficient would vary in an on/off or two state configuration as a function of the velocity of the suspended and unsprung mass masses respectively.

$$
c = \begin{cases} 
-c_{\max} & \text{if } \dot{z}_M(\ddot{z}_M - \dot{z}_m) \geq 0 \\
c_{\max} & \text{if } \dot{z}_M(\ddot{z}_M - \dot{z}_m) < 0 
\end{cases} \tag{2.4.1}
$$

In the above mentioned equation, $c$ represents the damping coefficient returned by the algorithm, $\pm c_{\max}$ represents the maximum damping coefficient the damper is capable of.
producing in the positive and negative direction, and $\dot{z}_M$ and $\dot{z}_m$ represent the velocities of the suspended and unsprung mass respectively. The logic behind this equation is only applicable to a fully-active system, because of semi-active dampers’ inability to produce an active force. For this latter kind of damper, the expression $+c_{max}$ would be zero or the steady state value of the damper.

### 2.4.2 Groundhook control

The objective of the Groundhook control strategy is road-holding, as oppose to comfort seen in the Skyhook model. The Groundhook control strategy was first developed by Valek et al. [37] and the basis of the model is to reduce tire force fluctuation and deflection of the unsprung mass. The physical model used for this control strategy consists of a spring element between the suspended and unsprung masses, a secondary spring element between the unsprung mass and the road reference frame, and a damping element between the unsprung mass and a ground reference frame below the road reference. Equation 2.4.2 reflects the logic used in the Groundhook control strategy based on a two state configuration.

$$c = \begin{cases} -c_{max} & \text{if } \dot{z}_m(\dot{z}_M - \dot{z}_m) \geq 0 \\ c_{max} & \text{if } \dot{z}_m(\dot{z}_M - \dot{z}_m) < 0 \end{cases}$$

(2.4.2)

All the variables are the same as shown in the Skyhook control section.
2.5 Electrical circuit for energy recovery

The electricity recovered by the shock absorber can be used to charge the battery. In this way, the alternator does not have to produce that amount of electricity, in the case of conventional ICE vehicle. In the case of electric or hybrid vehicles, the energy can be directly used as a power source. Depending on the technology used, the current generated could be alternating (AC) or direct (DC). In the case of AC type, a rectifier is needed, and associated power losses must be taken into account. Even if DC current is obtained as output, a dedicated DC/DC converter has to be used to adapt the voltage coming from the harvester output to the one of the battery. Typical values of efficiency for electrical converters are in the range $92 - 94\%$.

2.5.1 DC motor and DC generator working modes

Permanent magnetic DC motors can be directly used as generators. To analyze the two working modes, the two circuits in Figure 2.17 are considered. When the electrical machine
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Figure 2.17: Two working modes of electrical machines. a) As a motor. b) As a generator (figure reproduced from [31])

of internal resistance $r_i$ is used as a motor, the relationship between the input voltage $U_n$ and back electromotive force voltage $U_{emf}$ at nominal current $I_n$ is

$$U_n = I_n r_i + U_{emf} \quad (2.5.1)$$

Furthermore, when it is used as generator, the output voltage $U_{output}$ at nominal current $I_n$ is

$$U_{emf} = I_n r_i + U_{output} \quad (2.5.2)$$
where the back EMF voltage is proportional to rotation speed $\omega_n$ with gain $k_e$ of the back electromotive voltage constant. Equations 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, when the motor is used as a generator, at the same nominal speed and current, the output voltage $U_{output}$ may be much smaller than the nominal input voltage $U_n$ of the motor.

2.5.2 Buck-boost converter for damping control

A buck-boost converter is a type of switching DC-DC converter that can either increase or decrease the magnitude of the input voltage. The schematic of a buck-boost converter is shown in Figure 2.18. When the buck-boost converter works in discontinuous conduction mode, the equivalent input resistance is only related to the duty cycle $D$, and the relationship between the $R_{in}$ and $D$ is

$$R_{in} = \frac{2Lf_{sw}}{D^2} \quad (2.5.3)$$

where $f_{sw}$ is the switching frequency and $L$ is the inductance. Because the current and voltage in a switching converter is always oscillating in a small range due to the switching, the ratio is averaged over a reasonable period of time [33]. The condition for the converter to work in DCM is related to the range of input voltage and the battery voltage connected to the output of the buck boost converter, and duty cycle $D$. The conditions are:

$$V_{in} < \frac{1-D}{D}V_{battery} \quad (2.5.4)$$

$$D < \frac{V_{battery}}{V_{battery}+V_{in}} \quad (2.5.5)$$

**Figure 2.18:** Schematic of buck-boost converter with ideal inductor (figure reproduced from [33])
The different parameters can be designed or controlled to meet the condition of DCM and at the same time achieve the desired damping range.

2.6 Remarks on vehicle dynamics

When talking about vehicle dynamics, the analysis is generally divided into three domains. When the investigation is focused on the vehicle’s longitudinal direction, it is referred to as \textit{longitudinal dynamics}. The objects of interest in longitudinal dynamics are mainly the vehicle’s driving resistance and power, as well as braking and traction properties. The second domain is \textit{lateral dynamics}, i.e., the dynamics in the direction transverse to the longitudinal one. The main concern here is about the motions affecting dynamic stability, cornering and road holding. The last domain is \textit{vertical dynamics}, concerned with vehicle motion in vertical direction \[6\].

2.6.1 Longitudinal dynamics

When a car is parked on a level ground the normal force, \( F_z \) due to the weight of the car is not always equally distributed between the front and rear axle. In fact, it depends on the position of the center of gravity of the car and, in particular, indicating with the subscript 1 the front axle and with 2, the forces are:

\[
F_{z1} = mg \frac{b}{l} \tag{2.6.1}
\]
\[
F_{z2} = mg \frac{a}{l} \tag{2.6.2}
\]

where \( a \) is the distance between the center of gravity and the front axle, \( b \) the one from the center of gravity to the rear axle and \( l \) is the wheelbase. During events of braking or acceleration, there is a load transfer between front and rear axles. The new forces on the two axles are:

\[
F_{z1} = \frac{m}{l} \left( gb - h \frac{dV}{dt} \right) \tag{2.6.3}
\]
\[
F_{z2} = \frac{m}{l} \left( ga + h \frac{dV}{dt} \right) \tag{2.6.4}
\]

where \( h \) is the height of the center of mass.
**Acceleration and braking**  During acceleration and braking, external forces act on the vehicle. During the braking phase, the vehicle’s effective inertia force acts at its center of gravity

\[ F_i = -ma_x \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.6.5)

Since the acceleration has negative value, the force points in the direction of vehicle travel. This force is equal to the sum of the longitudinal braking forces exchanged between the wheels and the ground. Also, forces in the vertical direction arise, both in front and rear axles, but with opposite direction, thus creating a pitching moment. The same analysis holds for the acceleration condition. The difference in this case is that the inertia force point in the direction opposite to the one of travel and the load transfer on front and rear axles has opposite direction as well.

### 2.6.2 Vertical dynamics

Vertical forces can arise from several factors such as uneven roads, load transfer during pitch or roll conditions, and also internal excitation due to the powertrain. These forces can create disturbances that reduce ride comfort. The suspension system has the goal to reduce the vehicle body accelerations and reduce roll and pitch motions as well as load transfer. These forces are caused by the spring and the damper components.

**Road irregularities**  Road profiles are usually rather complex, also involving concentrated obstacles, such as bumps or potholes. The main frequency content of these excitation is usually below 200 – 300 Hz depending on vehicle speed [19]. The main design parameters to reduce the vibrations caused by these irregularities are the ones of the vehicle suspension. The road surface is never completely flat, but irregularities of different shape, amplitude and distribution are always present. These irregularities are characterized by measuring the vertical road profile \( z \) as function of the travel distance \( d \). From experimental measurements of the road profile, a law can be defined and its power spectral density can be obtained with harmonic analysis. The profile is a function of space, and the spatial frequency \( \nu \) is measured in cycles/m. The power spectral density is thus measured in
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) subdivides the road profiles into eight different classes, indicated with letters from A to H, with different values for the $c$ coefficient. The previous expression can be written as function of time. In case the vehicle is travelling with velocity $V$, the Power Spectral Density (PSD) becomes

$$S = cV^{N-1} \nu^{-N}$$

(2.6.7)

So ISO has proposed road roughness classification using the PSD. Paved roads are generally considered to be among road classes $A$ to $D$. The PSDs of roads show a characteristic drop in magnitude with the wave number. In Table 2.1, the values of constant $c$ for all road classes are given. To generate a random road profile, Lei Zuo and Zhang [8] used a white noise input through a first order filter. When a vehicle is thus driven at speed $V$, the temporal excitation frequency $\omega$ and the spatial frequency $\nu$ are related by $\omega = 2\pi V \nu$ and $S_{PSD}(\omega)d\omega = S_{PSD}(\nu)d\nu$. The power spectral density of road excitation in terms of temporal frequency can be obtained as

$$S_{PSD}(\omega) = \frac{2\pi G_r V}{\omega^2 + \omega_0^2}$$

(2.6.8)
where $G_r$ is the road roughness coefficient and $\omega_0$ is a small cutoff frequency added to limit the displacement to be finite at vanishingly small spectral frequencies. Therefore, this displacement disturbance can be represented by a unit-insety white noise signal $w(t)$ passing through a first-order filter given by

$$G(s) = \frac{2\pi \sqrt{G_r V}}{s + \omega_0} \quad (2.6.9)$$

and being $\omega_0$ very small, it indicates that the ground velocity input is a white noise with intensity of $2\pi \sqrt{G_r V}$, which is proportional to the road roughness coefficient $G_r$ and vehicle driving speed $V$.

**Effect of vibrations on human body** The ability of the human body to withstand vibration and related discomfort has been the object of numerous studies and several standards have been stated. The ISO 2631 [34] distinguishes between vibrations with a frequency range of $0.5 - 80 \text{ Hz}$ that may cause a reduction of comfort, fatigue, and health problems, and vibrations with a frequency range of $0.1 - 0.5 \text{ Hz}$ that may cause motion sickness. Standards refer to the acceleration due to vibration and suggest weighting functions of the frequency to compute the root mean square values of the acceleration. Such functions depend both on the point of the body where the acceleration is applied and the direction
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>$c_{\text{min}}$ ($m^2\text{cycles/m}$)</th>
<th>$c_{\text{avg}}$ ($m^2\text{cycles/m}$)</th>
<th>$c_{\text{max}}$ ($m^2\text{cycles/m}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>$-1.6 \cdot 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$3.2 \cdot 10^{-7}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>$3.2 \cdot 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$6.4 \cdot 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$1.28 \cdot 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>$1.28 \cdot 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$2.56 \cdot 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$5.12 \cdot 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>$5.12 \cdot 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$1.024 \cdot 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$2.048 \cdot 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>$2.048 \cdot 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$4.096 \cdot 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$8.192 \cdot 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>$8.192 \cdot 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$1.6384 \cdot 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$3.2768 \cdot 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>$3.2768 \cdot 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$6.5536 \cdot 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.31072 \cdot 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>$1.31072 \cdot 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$2.62144 \cdot 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$-1.108$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Minimum, average and maximum value of constant $c$ for each road class according to ISO 8606

along which it acts. Figure 2.21 shows the root mean square value of acceleration causing, in a given time, a reduction of physical efficiency.

2.6.3 Lateral dynamics

In the case of lateral dynamics, the driver is responsible in regulating the vehicle behavior in the lateral direction. In general, there are disturbances acting both on the vehicle and on the driver. These disturbances are overcome by the driver regulating different parameters, e.g., the steering wheel angle. For this reason, the properties of the vehicle play a major role in determining whether the vehicle-driver system behavior will remain stable during the manoeuvres necessary during driving.

2.7 Vehicle usage statistics

In this section, the statistics concerning the annual average vehicle usage are shown. This is done to evaluate after the simulation the real benefits in terms of energy recovery during the whole lifetime of the vehicle. When we consider the usage statistics in North America, from
the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) [35], the average mileage is done according to different categories:

- typology of road (highway or urban)

- typology of driver (divided according to gender and age)

The results of the past year are shown in Table 2.2. When considering all the categories,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16-19</td>
<td>8206</td>
<td>6873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-34</td>
<td>17976</td>
<td>12004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>18858</td>
<td>11464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>15859</td>
<td>7780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65+</td>
<td>10304</td>
<td>4785</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

on average 13476 miles per year are traveled, i.e. 21687 kilometers per year. Moreover, according to the DOT, about the 55% of this mileage is on highways, and the remaining 45% in the urban environment.
Chapter 3

Model description

In this chapter the modeling techniques employed to generate and analyze the regenerative suspension system together with the full vehicle model are developed and discussed. The full-vehicle model is the one of a segment C car, the Alfa Romeo Giulietta, created with CarSim®. This model contains all the information of the real car, including the suspension system, that has a regular passive damper. The model of the regenerative damper is instead a Simulink® one, so an integration between the two software environments is necessary. The modeling strategy adopted is composed by different steps:

1. Analysis of the CarSim vehicle model.

2. Analysis of the CarSim vehicle model with passive dampers integrated in the Simulink environment and correlation of the second model with the original one.

3. Evaluation of ideally recoverable energy from the passive damper.

4. Analysis of the vehicle sprung mass accelerations with passive damper.

5. Creation of the CarSim model with the regenerative damper.

6. Tuning of regenerative damper to achieve good energy harvesting performances in conjunction with ride comfort and road handling.
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7. Analysis of the vehicle sprung mass accelerations with regenerative dampers and comparison with the passive ones.

8. Evaluation of $CO_2$ savings according to the electrical power generated by the damper, that must not be provided by the alternator.

After the completion of all these steps, the results obtained in each configuration will be analyzed and discussed. In the following sections each step will be described in detail.

3.1 Full car model

As already mentioned in the brief chapter introduction, the model of the car on which the regenerative dampers will be applied is an Alfa Romeo Giulietta (denoted as a segment C). Some general technical specifications of the car, such as dimensions are reported in Table 3.1. However, the most important feature in relation to the current research is the suspension system, in particular the damper component. From the model, the front and rear dampers show different characteristic curves. The plots in Figure 3.2 show the force vs velocity curves of the front and rear dampers. The next step is the implementation of these characteristic curves inside the Simulink environment, in order to separate the damper from the CarSim model. This step will be analyzed in the following section.
Table 3.1: Dimensions of the examined car

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>4350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>1470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelbase</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>2634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>1320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Damper implementation in Simulink environment

In order to have the damper component separated from the CarSim model, it must properly be characterized in the Simulink environment. To accomplish this operation the 1-D lookup table function has been used. This function performs an n-dimensional interpolated table including search index. In this way, the table represents a sampled representation of the damper characteristic. In order to make these tables work, the velocity inputs coming from the dampers of the CarSim model are necessary. These inputs will be sent to the first port of the look-up table, and as an output the damper force corresponding to the velocity abscissa value is provided. The CarSim model, in order to accomplish the above mentioned operation, is sent to Simulink as an S-function from which the velocity output are provided and accordingly the force inputs are computed and sent back to the vehicle S-function. In Table 3.2 the inputs and outputs of the S-function are described. The final model considering all the inputs and outputs in the table is shown in Figure 3.3. On the right, it is possible to notice all the outputs of the vehicle S-function. The top four outputs are the damper compression rates, the gains are used for unit conversion purposes (the outputs of the S-function are in mm/s while the inputs of the look-up tables are in m/s). Also the characteristic angles and accelerations of the vehicle are given as outputs and sent to the Matlab® workspace in order to be able to compare the results obtained from these simulations to those of the original model.
3.2.1 Validation on original model data

To check the correlation between the two models, several tests have been conducted. The model was tested according to different procedures, in particular the double lane change and sine sweep test. A brief explanation of the two tests follows.

3.2.2 Double lane change

As regulated by the ISO 3888 standard, where it is called the ISO lane-change test, this test is widely used to evaluate handling and its key components. The specification defines the position of a series of cones through which the vehicle must be safely driven. The width of the lane depends on the vehicle dimensions. The complete path is shown in detail in Figure
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inputs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$FD_{,L1}$</td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Damper force, left side, axle 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$FD_{,L2}$</td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Damper force, left side, axle 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$FD_{,R1}$</td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Damper force, right side, axle 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$FD_{,R2}$</td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Damper force, right side, axle 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CmpRD_{,L1}$</td>
<td>$mm/s$</td>
<td>Damper compression rate, left side, axle 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CmpRD_{,L2}$</td>
<td>$mm/s$</td>
<td>Damper compression rate, left side, axle 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CmpRD_{,R1}$</td>
<td>$mm/s$</td>
<td>Damper compression rate, right side, axle 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CmpRD_{,R2}$</td>
<td>$mm/s$</td>
<td>Damper compression rate, right side, axle 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>$deg$</td>
<td>Pitch angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll</td>
<td>$deg$</td>
<td>Roll angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaw</td>
<td>$deg$</td>
<td>Yaw angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_z$</td>
<td>$g's$</td>
<td>Vertical component of acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_y$</td>
<td>$g's$</td>
<td>Lateral component of acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_x$</td>
<td>$g's$</td>
<td>Longitudinal component of acceleration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. To begin this maneuver, the vehicle is driven in a straight line at a desired entrance speed. Two meters after the start of the entry lane the throttle is released so that the entire maneuver is completed in the overrun mode with the top gear and an engine speed of at least 2000 rev/min. No throttle input or brake application is permitted during the remainder of the maneuver [38].

### 3.2.3 Vertical sine sweep test

This test is used to evaluate the chassis behavior under different kinds of amplitude and frequency excitations. During the test, the amplitude of the road excitation is decreased while the frequency is increased. The elevation of the road is shown in Figure 3.5.
3.2.4 Evaluation of the results

The same tests have been used in both the original and the modified model. The same outputs have been collected for correlation purposes. The correlation quantification has been done according to the correlation metric proposed by Oberkampf and Trucano [39]. This correlation metric has the following features:

- it incorporates an estimate of the numerical error in the simulation;
- the results reflect all uncertainties and errors incurred in the modeling and simulation;
- in case of experimental parameters, the metric is able to incorporate uncertainty in the computation that is due to both random uncertainty in experimental parameters and any uncertainty that is due to the lack of experimental measurement of needed computational quantities.
The mathematical expression of the correlation metric is given by equation 3.2.1.

\[ V_m = 1 - \frac{1}{t_{\text{end}} - t_0} \int_{t_0}^{t_{\text{end}}} \tanh \left( \frac{y(t) - Y(t)}{Y(t)} \right) \, dt \]  

(3.2.1)

Where \( V_m \) is the correlation metric, \( y(t) \) the value obtained by the model that must be validated, and \( Y(t) \) the theoretical value obtained by the original model. This type of metric has the following advantages:

- it normalizes the difference between the simulation data and the theoretical ones. Thus a relative error norm is computed;
- the absolute value of the relative error only permits difference between the two values to accumulate, i.e. positive and negative differences cannot offset one another;
- when the difference between the values is zero, then the correlation metric is exactly equal to unity;
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- when the summation of the relative errors becomes large, the correlation metric approaches zero.

After all the simulations, all the data necessary for the correlation are recorded and then analyzed. Some of the quantities are shown in Figure 3.5. The quantities obtained with the original model are shown on the left, the ones obtained with the modified Simulink model are on the right. These plots are some of the results coming from the simulation of the double lane change and sine sweep tests. As it can be graphically noticed, the fitting of the data is very good. Very small discrepancies can be seen only when near the presence of sharp peaks of the analyzed quantity. In particular, a small difference is quite evident in the first peak of the vertical acceleration, however it is a negligible gap. To go further in the evaluation of the model capabilities, it is necessary to quantify how good is the fitting of the curve. To do this, the plot data have been exported to the Matlab® environment. Since the simulations of the original model and the modified one have different time-steps, the correspondence is not perfect between the two vectors of data. For this reason an interpolation of one of the datasets is necessary. To achieve a good result in interpolating the values, the fit function was used with a cubic spline interpolation. After this step, the evaluation of the error and correlation metric is possible according to Equation 3.2.1. The same procedure has also been used for the data collected with the sine sweep test. For sake of brevity, not all the data collected are plotted here and the results of the correlation metric are shown in Table 3.3 (the complete data are available in Appendix A). As expected
from the graphical analysis the results are within 2.4% of 100%, thus indicating a very good fit between the original CarSim® model and the modified in Simulink® one. Now that the model has been correlated to the original, it is possible to go to the next step, i.e. the evaluation of the dissipated power at the damper level that is also the power that could be harvested by an ideal energy recovery system. In the next section, the model to evaluate the dissipated power will be created and the generation of the road profiles will also be addressed.
### Table 3.3: Validation results for all quantities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Longitudinal acceleration</th>
<th>Lateral Acceleration</th>
<th>Vertical Acceleration</th>
<th>Roll angle</th>
<th>Pitch angle</th>
<th>Yaw angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Validation (%)</td>
<td>98.15</td>
<td>97.62</td>
<td>98.23</td>
<td>98.41</td>
<td>98.87</td>
<td>99.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.3 Model for power evaluation with road inputs

In this section, the evaluation of the power dissipated at the damper level is carried out. To do this, the road profiles have to be generated. In the following sections, a description of how the road profiles are created following the ISO standards is provided, and also some experimentally evaluated road profiles are considered. Then, the profiles will be given as inputs to the vehicle S-function and a model for the power evaluation is generated.

##### 3.3.1 ISO road profiles generation

The ISO road profiles have been generated following the procedure explained in Section 1.6.2. The profile is generated from a white noise using a low-pass filter with increasing power spectral density with respect to the frequency. The cut-off frequency of the filter takes into account wavelengths up to 100 m. The filter has the form described in Section 2.6.2

\[ G(s) = \frac{2\pi\sqrt{GrV}}{s + \omega_0} \] (3.3.1)

where \( Gr \) is the road roughness coefficient, \( V \) the vehicle speed, and \( \omega_0 \) is the cut-off frequency. The cut-off frequency is computed as:

\[ \omega_0 = \frac{2\pi V}{100} \] (3.3.2)

The roughness coefficients \( Gr \) used for the road profile generation are reported in Table 3.4. The model has been used in the Simulink\textsuperscript{®} environment and is shown in Figure 3.6. Several road profiles were generated considering road classes from A to E and different riding velocities ranging from 10 to 130 km/h. In this way, the effect of both vehicle velocity and road roughness is considered when filtering the white noise signal.
### Table 3.4: Road roughness coefficient for use in the first-order filter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Road type</th>
<th>Roughness coefficient $G_r$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISO A</td>
<td>1.6E-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO B</td>
<td>6.4E-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO C</td>
<td>25.6E-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO D</td>
<td>102.4E-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO E</td>
<td>409.6E-7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 3.6: Road profile creator model](image)

#### 3.3.2 Evaluated road profiles

The simulations were conducted considering two road profiles that have been evaluated on track from the wheel hub acceleration. These two profiles represent one very smooth road and a rough one. Figure 3.7 shows the two roads’ altitude variation for both left and right wheel as a function of the driven distance over the first 400 meters. From the analysis of the PSD of the two road profiles it can be noticed that the *smooth* road represents an input that can be considered smoother than the one that could be found in real world highways, because it has been estimated on a test track. On the contrary, the *rough* profile is worse than the typical urban road, and for this reason it is also more energetic. When comparing the positioning of these road profiles to the ISO standard, it can be seen that the *smooth* profile is less energetic than the ISO A standard profile, while the *rough* profile is comparable to an ISO C. In Figure 3.8, the frequency content of the ISO profiles, as well as the evaluated road profiles, is compared in a frequency range of $0 - 20 Hz$. 
3. Model creation

In this section the model for the evaluation of the dissipated power at a damper level is addressed. The model analyzed in the previous section must now be modified in order to:

- accept as input the road roughness profiles for each tire
- give as output the instantaneous dissipated power
- compute the average power dissipated during the whole simulation

The riding simulations for the power evaluation are carried out on a straight road. The inputs are provided to the S-function through the Road inputs block (Figure 3.9) as time series, i.e., each value of the road altitude is associated with a particular time instant that will reflect the processing time of the simulation. In the case of ISO profile generator, the output of the filter provides values associated with a time instant, because of the presence of the vehicle velocity as its own parameter. In the case of the estimated road profiles, the
road altitude is given as a function of the distance traveled, so for each simulation the time series must be adapted accordingly to the vehicle running speed. The passive damper model is now included in the subsystem named Damper system that includes the look-up tables previously discussed in this thesis. The instantaneous power is computed inside the block Dissipated power receiving as input both the dampers’ velocities and forces and giving as outputs the instantaneous power for each corner, which is then used to compute the average value, in the following block named Average. The instantaneous power is also sent to the workspace for further analyses. The results obtained with this model will be discussed in the next chapter of this thesis. The next step is the implementation of the regenerative damper inside the model, thus eliminating the passive damper. However, before the analysis of the complete model, a deep insight is given to the model of the regenerative damper, that is an EHA (Electro Hydraulic Actuator), and all its components.

### 3.4 Regenerative damper model

As anticipated, the regenerative damper model that will be used in this thesis will be an Active damper with Electro-Hydraulic Actuator (EHA). The model of this damper has been provided by Magneti Marelli. The EHA is an electrically powered actuator incorporating a controlled direction electric motor and hydraulic pump. The regenerative damper model is made up of three main subsystems: the three-tube hydraulic cylinder, the Electro-Hydraulic Actuator and the External orifice.
Three-tube hydraulic cylinder It is composed by three chambers, that will be named with letters from A to C. The Chamber A is the one where the piston and rod is present. A tube connects this chamber with the hydraulic pump, rigidly connected to the electric generator. The Chamber B is the one in-between Chamber A and C and it is connected to them through check valves. The Chamber C is the most external one and is the one where the other extremity of the tube connected to the hydraulic pump is present, so the damper oil is recirculated between Chamber A and B. A schematic diagram of the damper is shown in Figure 3.10.

Electro-Hydraulic Actuator The EHA model includes the Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine and Motor and Pump characteristic model. With this block, the amount of recirculated oil flow, the current, and the angular velocity of the generator are obtained from the initial pressure differential as input.

External Orifice It is a hydraulic orifice model with flow rate as input and a pressure variation as output.

All the components of the regenerative model will be described in more detail in the following sections.
3. MODEL DESCRIPTION

Figure 3.10: Schematic of the shock absorber - Insight of the chamber configuration

3.4.1 Hydraulic cylinder

The hydraulic cylinder is the component receiving as input the velocity coming from the vehicle S-function. As already mentioned in the brief introduction, the hydraulic cylinder is made-up of three chambers. The pressure in the three chambers is computed to both evaluate the damper force and the pressure differential between the chambers $A$ and $C$, that is equal to the one of the EHA. Equation 3.4.1 shows how the pressure in chamber $A$ is computed.

\[(Q_g + v_{in}A_r - Q_{top})k_h = \frac{dP_1}{dt}\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4.1)

where $Q_g$ is the volumetric flow passing through the hydraulic pump, $v_{in}$ the velocity input coming from the vehicle S-function, $A_r$ the area of the piston considering the rod, $Q_{top}$ the volumetric flow passing through the valve between Chamber $A$ and $B$, $k_h$ is a pressure drop coefficient and $P_1$ the pressure in Chamber $A$. Similarly the pressure $P_2$ in Chamber $B$ is evaluated according to equation 3.4.2.

\[(Q_{top} - v_{in}A_{nr} - Q_{bot})k_h = \frac{dP_2}{dt}\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4.2)

where $A_{nr}$ is the complete piston area without considering the rod, $Q_{bot}$ the volumetric flow between Chamber $B$ and $C$. In a similar way the pressure in Chamber $C$ has been
computed also considering the presence of the accumulator. In Figure 3.11 the full model of the hydraulic cylinder is shown.

### 3.4.2 Electro hydraulic actuator

The EHA model contains a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor model receiving inputs from the motor and pump mechanics model. Considering the motor and pump characteristic model, it receives as input the pressure difference $\Delta P_g$ and the torque value $T_m$ from the PMSM model. When considering the PMSM model, the input is the angular velocity coming from the pump characteristic, that is considered rigidly connected to the motor shaft. Inside the block, the direct-axis and quadrature currents are computed according to equations 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 respectively.

\[
V_q - \omega_m k_m - \omega_m L p i_d - i_q (R + R_{ext}) = L \frac{di_q}{dt} \tag{3.4.3}
\]

\[
V_d + \omega_m L p i_q - i_d (R + R_{ext}) = L \frac{di_d}{dt} \tag{3.4.4}
\]

where $V_q$ and $V_d$ the quadrature and direct-axis voltage respectively, $\omega_m$ the angular velocity, $k_m$ the motor constant, $L$ the inductance, $p$ the number of paired poles, $i_q$ and $i_d$ the quadrature and direct-axis current respectively and $R$ and $R_{ext}$ the internal and external
resistance. The output torque is thus calculated considering from the quadrature current as in equation 3.4.5

\[ T_m = \frac{3}{2} k_m i_q \] (3.4.5)

The complete model of the EHA is shown in Figure 3.12.

![EHA model diagram](image)

**Figure 3.12: EHA model**

### 3.4.3 Complete damper model

According to the descriptions of the different components, in this section the complete scheme of the damper is analyzed. In this model it is possible to notice that

- the differential pressure coming from the hydraulic cylinder is sent as output to the EHA after having summed up also the pressure differential coming from the external orifice

\[ \Delta P_g = \Delta P_{EHA} + \Delta P_{or} \]

- the hydraulic cylinder receives as input the volumetric flow rate \( Q_g \) of the oil passing through the pump and the velocity measured at the damper extremities

- the damper force is computed from the pressure outputs \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) according to the following equation

\[ P_1 A_r - P_2 A_{nr} = F_{damp} \]
3.5 Vehicle model with regenerative dampers

In this section the regenerative damper model is put inside the complete vehicle model. Each of the look-up tables that were used during the first steps of the model preparation are now replaced by the regenerative dampers. Nothing is dramatically changed inside the model. There is now a block including the characteristics of the new dampers, but the inputs and outputs received are the same, i.e. the damper compression rates and forces respectively (Figure 3.14). Each input is internally sent to its damper and the output force is sent back to the vehicle S-function. Since the output currents of the generator are available as outputs from the dampers, it is possible to evaluate the energy recovery efficiency of the damper $\eta_{damp}$. The output power available is than compared to the power dissipated by the damper and the efficiency is computed. However, in order to have a complete scheme of the damper efficiency, it is necessary to repeat all the simulations considering all the speeds associated with all the specified road profiles. The ratio of these two quantity is directly computed inside the regenerative damper block according to the scheme shown in Figure 3.15. The electrical and damper power is evaluated from each of the damper and then summed up. The efficiency is then computed considering the ratio between the root mean square values. The results obtained will be shown in the following chapter.
Figure 3.14: Vehicle model with regenerative dampers

Figure 3.15: Damper scheme - efficiency evaluation
Chapter 4

Simulation results and discussion

In this chapter, all the results from the outputs of the different simulated models are reported. At first the results concerning the dissipated energy by a conventional damper and the effect of the vehicle velocity and road profile on the amount of energy that is wasted are shown. Then the same procedure is followed to analyze the behavior of the regenerative dampers. At first an energetic analysis is presented, taking into account both the dissipated and recovered energy, in order to evaluate the regenerative damper system efficiency, because non-idealities are included in the regenerative damper model. Then, the results after the damper optimization are also shown in order to evaluate the real effectiveness of the whole system.

4.1 Simulations with conventional dampers

As already announced in the introduction, as a first step, the amount of energy that is dissipated by the damper in different road conditions and vehicle velocities is simulated using the model shown in the previous chapter in Figure 3.9. At first the average values of dissipated power considering ISO road profiles are reported in Table 4.1.

The road profiles are generated according to the procedure described in Chapter 3. For each road class, several simulations have been run with different velocities. In particular,
### Table 4.1: Average power values at vehicle level with passive dampers - Units are [W]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Velocity (km/h)</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>17.21</td>
<td>63.70</td>
<td>253.12</td>
<td>1012.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>9.55</td>
<td>32.49</td>
<td>125.88</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>1907.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>13.32</td>
<td>47.84</td>
<td>188.16</td>
<td>751.8</td>
<td>2723.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>17.09</td>
<td>63.24</td>
<td>250.46</td>
<td>992.8</td>
<td>3388.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>20.89</td>
<td>78.64</td>
<td>312.6</td>
<td>1216</td>
<td>3986.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>24.70</td>
<td>94.02</td>
<td>374.6</td>
<td>1432.8</td>
<td>4548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>28.60</td>
<td>109.56</td>
<td>436.4</td>
<td>1646.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>32.52</td>
<td>124.95</td>
<td>497.9</td>
<td>1863.2</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>36.44</td>
<td>140.51</td>
<td>559.3</td>
<td>2072.9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>40.07</td>
<td>155.35</td>
<td>618.6</td>
<td>2272.7</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>170.93</td>
<td>678.8</td>
<td>2464</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>47.95</td>
<td>186.26</td>
<td>738.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>51.71</td>
<td>201.42</td>
<td>796.8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the velocity values range from 10 to 130 km/h with steps of 10 km/h. As it is shown in the table, the energy values are not reported for each velocity and road profiles. Some of them are missing because they don’t have a practical meaning because of the physical impossibility of driving at that speed on the specific road, e.g. 130 km/h on road classified as ISO E. The simulations have also been completed with measured road profiles named as smooth and rough in Chapter 3. The results from these simulations are summarized in Table 4.2. In this case the velocity range used during the simulations is 10 – – 60 km/h for the rough profile, and 70 – – 130 km/h for the smooth one. These results, both the ones from ISO and measured profiles, are then plotted all together considering the effect of the road and of the vehicle velocity separately. The smooth profile is expecting to behave better than an ISO A road, while the rough profile is in-between the ISO B and ISO C road, so it is a a bit worse than the usual roads that can be found in a urban environment. Now the energy that is recovered during the simulation time is evaluated. The amount of energy recovered is plotted versus the simulation time considering:
4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 4.2: Average power with measured road profiles - Units in [W]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rough</th>
<th>Smooth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 km/h</td>
<td>24.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 km/h</td>
<td>79.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 km/h</td>
<td>169.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 km/h</td>
<td>238.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 km/h</td>
<td>314.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 km/h</td>
<td>389.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Constant road profile and variable vehicle speed

2. Constant vehicle speed and different road profile

In Figure 4.1 the results for the average dissipated power are plotted against the vehicle speed with the different road profiles, both ISO and measured. The results in Table 4.1 show the average power that can ideally be recovered by the damper. As expected, the values

![Figure 4.1: Power dissipated as function of vehicle speed for different road profiles with passive dampers](image-url)
increase with rougher profiles and higher speeds. From this table it is possible to highlight that on a highway with speeds from 100 $kph$ to 130 $kph$, an ideal value of $40 - 50 W$ can be harvested. However, the most promising scenario is the urban one that can be associated with an ISO C road profiles with vehicle speeds ranging from 30 $kph$ to 60 $kph$ where an amount of harvested power from 190 up to 370 $W$ could be expected. The same results were also evaluated for the identified road profiles. In this case the power dissipated is in the range $18 - 20 W$ in the case of smooth profile, and $170 - 390 W$ for the rough one. As expected, the values are lower for the smooth profile when compared to the ISO A because it was expected to be less energetic. The values from the rough profile are instead comparable with the ones obtained by ISO C. The amount of dissipated energy increases almost linearly with vehicle speed (Figure 4.1). In the same figure we can also notice that the slope of the curve increases when using a more energetic road profiles, meaning that in this case the amount of power increase could be higher even if considering a smaller velocity variation.

4.1.1 Comfort analysis

In order to have some comfort parameters to be compared from both model, the vertical, pitch and roll accelerations are evaluated in terms of RMS values. These values are calculated for both highway and urban driving conditions, in particular:

- **Highway**: ISO A road profile with vehicle speed of 110 and 130 $kph$
- **Urban**: ISO B and ISO C road profile with vehicle speed of 50 $kph$

The results obtained during the simulation on ISO C road profile are shown in Figure 4.3. The RMS values of all accelerations are now evaluated for each driving condition and the values are reported in Table 4.3. The values in this Table will be compared to the ones obtained with the regenerative damper in Section 4.3.

4.2 Simulations with regenerative dampers

When considering the full-vehicle model with regenerative dampers, as described in Chapter 3, many more variables must be considered when evaluating the performance of the damper.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4.2: Harvestable energy with passive dampers during the simulation time
4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(a) Pitch Acceleration power spectrum of vehicle sprung mass

(b) Roll Acceleration of vehicle sprung mass

(c) Vertical Acceleration of vehicle sprung mass

Figure 4.3: Sprung mass accelerations for vehicle comfort evaluation - ISO C road profile - Vehicle speed 50 kph

Together with road conditions and vehicle speed, the shunt resistance applied to the generator circuit is considered. This resistance is a control parameter, because, by acting on it, it is possible to change the response of the damper, making it stiffer or softer. Another factor that should be considered is the fact that the damper does not convert mechanical energy into electrical energy with constant efficiency. For this reason, a sensitivity analysis on how the damper characteristics vary as a function of the shunt resistance is necessary.

4.2.1 Damping coefficient and dissipated power analysis

In order to evaluate how the shunt resistance affects the damper, several simulations have been done using three variables: vehicle speed, road profile and shunt resistance. In the post-processing phase, the damping coefficient variation and the dissipated power are plotted against the shunt resistance. Some of these plots are shown in Figure 4.4. From Figure
4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 4.3: Sprung mass RMS acceleration values - Passive damper model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$a_{z,RMS}$ [m/s$^2$]</th>
<th>$a_{p,RMS}$ [rad/s$^2$]</th>
<th>$a_{r,RMS}$ [rad/s$^2$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISO C - 50 kph</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO B - 50 kph</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>0.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO A - 130 kph</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO A - 110 kph</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.353</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4, it can be noticed that the amount of power to be dissipated is almost constant throughout the shunt resistance range. On the contrary, the damping coefficient varies so that it remains almost constant in the shunt resistance range of $1 - 10 \, m\Omega$. The damping coefficient decreases down to values of about $1000 \, Ns/m$ with a shunt resistance of about $1 \, \Omega$. Further increases in external resistance are not effective in terms of damping coefficient variation. All the damping values are computed as linear approximation of the force-velocity points recorded during the simulation time. Moreover it is interesting to understand how the damping coefficient interval of variability changes with the different input frequencies, because, as is shown in Figure 4.4, the damping coefficient in the range $1 - 70 \, m\Omega$ varies with the considered frequency input. To analyze this phenomenon, the damping coefficient is plotted against the shunt resistance at different road inputs and vehicle speeds (Figure 4.5). It can be noticed that with very low shunt resistances the gap can be as high as $2000 \, Ns/m$ on the same road with different vehicle speed. However, this situation occurs only in case of very over-damped systems and is not common during everyday vehicle usage. If considering the range above $60 - 70 \, m\Omega$, the difference is greatly reduced and is in part due to the linear approximation of the damping coefficient.

4.2.2 Harvested power from the regenerative shock absorbers

In the full vehicle model with the regenerative shock absorbers model, the harvested power can be computed at vehicle level. This electrical power is evaluated from the direct-axis and quadrature current, according to equation 4.2.1.

$$ P_h = \frac{3}{2} R_{ext} (i_q^2 + i_d^2) \quad (4.2.1) $$
The average value is then computed from the instantaneous harvested power $P_h$ and this value is considered for future considerations. This procedure has been followed for each road profile, each vehicle velocity and external resistance. The values obtained are plotted in a 3D map in Figure 4.6. The maps show the harvested power at vehicle level on a specific road profiles with different shunt resistance - vehicle velocity configuration. It can be noticed that the curves at constant velocity have a kind of parabolic shape and that highest amount of harvested power is obtained for a shunt resistance value of about 140 mΩ. In this case, values up to 178 W can be harvested by the suspension system in case of ISO C profiles. In case of less energetic road profiles, the amount of harvestable power is greatly decreased down to 34 W at vehicle level. The efficiency of the damper is also evaluated at this point since both the harvested and the dissipated power are known. In Figure 4.7 the efficiency map of the damper is shown. The efficiency is constant along the velocity range, so it depends only on the shunt resistance. The maximum value is achieved for about the same resistance value of the harvested power peak, because of the fact that, as previously
presented in Figure 4.4, the dissipated power almost remains constant along all the shunt resistance range. Values up to 62% can be achieved with an appropriate shunt resistance choice.

4.2.3 Comfort evaluation

In order to evaluate the benefits on the driving comfort, the vehicle sprung mass accelerations (vertical, pitch and roll) are evaluated. In this case the outputs are directly taken from CarSim® and filtered with the ISO 2631 filter. The output is filtered in order to have a response that is more similar to that of the human body, which is more sensitive to some frequencies in the range of $4 - 8 \text{ Hz}$. The same procedure for harvested power evaluation was also used for vertical, pitch and roll accelerations. Several 3D maps have been used also in this case to understand the behavior of the suspension in different road conditions, vehicle speeds and shunt resistances. The results are shown in Figure 4.8. The surface shape in this case is very different to the one of the harvested power. The root-mean-square value of the sprung mass vertical acceleration increases with higher velocities and low shunt resistance values. It can also be noticed that the curves at constant velocity tend to an asymptotic behavior for shunt resistance values higher than $90 \text{ m}\Omega$ in case of the ISO A profile, and higher than $200 \text{ m}\Omega$ for the ISO C road profile. With the same procedure the roll and pitch accelerations have been plotted on a 3D map and the results are shown re-
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(a) Harvested power - ISO A

(b) Harvested power - ISO B

(c) Harvested power - ISO C

Figure 4.6: Harvested power in different road conditions

Figure 4.7: Efficiency map - Values evaluated on ISO A road with vehicle speed ranging from 70 to 130 kph

spectively in Figure 4.9 and 4.10. The roll acceleration surface shows a valley in the range of 70 − −200 mΩ. In case of higher or lower shunt resistance values the roll acceleration increases again. This range almost remain constant for the different road profiles, but it is a bit shortened to 80 − −160 mΩ for higher vehicle velocities on the same road profile.
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Figure 4.8: Vertical acceleration in different road conditions

The pitch acceleration surface has a similar behavior of the roll one. Moreover, the shunt resistance interval is $80 - 190 \text{ m} \Omega$ for ISO A profile, and $110 - 210 \text{ m} \Omega$ for more the ISO C. Regarding the comfort evaluation, it is evident that the shunt resistance value giving the highest amount of recoverable energy is also compatible with the interval giving the lowest sprung mass acceleration, thus improving the general driving comfort.

4.2.4 Road handling

Another very important parameter to consider for the vehicle behavior is the road handling index (RHI). It is important to evaluate if the wheel may not experience enough contact force with the ground or even lose contact. This phenomena are unsafe for the driver and could potentially lead to lose control of the vehicle. It depends on the dynamic and static force between tire and ground. The wheel will lose ground contact with the ground when the ratio is greater than or equal to one. It is defined as

$$RHI = \frac{k_uy(z_u - z_w)}{g(m_u + m_s)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2.2)
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Figure 4.9: Roll acceleration in different road conditions

where $k_u$ is the spring stiffness, $z_u$ the vertical displacement of the unsprung mass, $z_w$ the vertical displacement of the wheel, $g$ is the gravity acceleration, $m_u$ the unsprung mass and $m_s$ the sprung mass of the considered corner. The results obtained for the RHI are reported as RMS values. The results are depicted in Figure 4.11. The behavior of the RHI is not so far from that of the roll acceleration. The surface valleys are in the same range of 90 − 160 mΩ. This is a very important result because of the fact that at the same time it is possible to obtain a good amount of harvested power without having a negative effect on comfort or road handling capabilities.

4.2.5 Considerations on shunt resistance choice

From all the previous findings the main outcomes are:

- the harvested power has a parabolic shape with its vertex in the 100 − 150 mΩ range. In that range, the efficiency is also maximum because the dissipated power is almost constant along all the resistance range
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(a) Pitch Acceleration - ISO A
(b) Pitch Acceleration - ISO B
(c) Pitch Acceleration - ISO C

Figure 4.10: Pitch acceleration in different road conditions

- the comfort analysis shows that the sprung mass accelerations (vertical, pitch and roll) are minimized or very close to their minimum value (< 5% of difference) in the above mentioned range

- the handling performance of the vehicle is not compromised because of the fact that the RHI is minimum in the same range. This is due to the fact that the damper is designed in order to behave near the optimal damping coefficient, allowing a very good compromise between sprung mass accelerations reduction and road holding capabilities

After all these considerations, a shunt resistance of 140 \( m \Omega \) has been chosen in order to have a complete optimization of the comfort and road handling capabilities, having in mind that the damper is also working at its maximum efficiency point. With this configuration, the following outputs will be evaluated in the next section:

- reduction in sprung mass accelerations (vertical, pitch and roll) with respect to the
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(a) RHI - ISO A  
(b) RHI - ISO B  
(c) RHI - ISO C

Figure 4.11: RHI in different road conditions

The passive model

- evaluation of the $CO_2$ reduction considering that the harvested power need is not provided by the alternator and the driving conditions are chosen according to the U.S. Department of Transportation vehicle usage statistics

- according to the above mentioned usage statistics, the following road profiles will be used for each road condition:
  
  - *Highway condition*: ISO A road profile with 110 kph and 130 kph vehicle speeds
  - *Urban condition*: both ISO B and ISO C because with vehicle speed of 50 kph because of the high variability of road that can be found in different urban environments
4.3 Dynamic improvements

As already stated in the previous sections, the external resistance value has been chosen in order to have a minimization of the sprung mass accelerations. For this reason, the regenerative vehicle model is now compared to the passive one to quantify the achieved improvements. The mission profile described in Section 4.2.5 has been followed for both the passive and regenerative models. The results are shown in Table 4.4. As we can notice from this table the RMS values of the vehicle accelerations are always lower than the ones obtained with the passive dampers in Table 4.3. However, to have a better idea of what is the improvement, in Table 4.5 the percentage difference between the two tables was evaluated. So it can be noticed that an improvement in the sprung mass accelerations is obtained ranging from about 2 to 7%. A greater improvement could potentially be obtained but, in that case, the amount of harvested energy would have been more than ten times less.

**Table 4.4: Sprung mass RMS acceleration values and harvested power - Regenerative damper model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISO C - 50 kph</th>
<th>$a_{z,RMS}$ [m/s$^2$]</th>
<th>$a_{p,RMS}$ [rad/s$^2$]</th>
<th>$a_{r,RMS}$ [rad/s$^2$]</th>
<th>$P_h$ [W]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.767</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>134.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO B - 50 kph</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>65.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO A - 130 kph</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>46.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO A - 110 kph</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.341</td>
<td>39.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.5: Percentage difference of sprung mass RMS acceleration values between passive and active model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISO C - 50 kph</th>
<th>$a_{z,RMS}$ [%]</th>
<th>$a_{p,RMS}$ [%]</th>
<th>$a_{r,RMS}$ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-4.3%</td>
<td>-2.8%</td>
<td>-1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO B - 50 kph</td>
<td>-2.9%</td>
<td>-3%</td>
<td>-1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO A - 130 kph</td>
<td>-5.7%</td>
<td>-7.1%</td>
<td>-3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO A - 110 kph</td>
<td>-5.1%</td>
<td>-5.9%</td>
<td>-2.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 Energy harvesting capabilities

In this section, the harvestable energy according to the vehicle usage statistics from the U.S. Department of Transportation is computed. According to these statistics, the average mileage is 13,476 mi/year, i.e. 21687 km/year. Of this distance about the 55% is traveled on highway and 45% on urban roads. According to these data:

- about 12,000 km will be traveled on a highway and the harvested power in this case, considering a vehicle speed of 110 kph is about 40 W
- the remaining distance is traveled on urban roads, and the harvestable power ranges from 65 to 134.3 W if a road profile ISO B or ISO C is considered

For the urban profile both ISO B and ISO C profiles are taken into account because of the high variability that can be encountered in different urban environments, and because of the lack of a regulation indicating the most adequate road profile for this driving condition. From these considerations it comes out that:

- on a highway the energy harvested during the whole year is 15.4 – 15.7 MJ depending on the vehicle speed
- on a urban road the harvested energy ranges from 45.9 – 96.3 MJ depending on the roughness of the road (ISO B or ISO C)

On average the harvested power during the vehicle usage ranges from 60 to 108 W depending on the type of vehicle usage.

4.5 CO₂ savings evaluation

The CO₂ saving has been evaluated according to the guidelines in [40]. The emission reduction is calculated by using the following expression:

\[ S_{CO}_2 = \frac{\eta_{lume} P_2 V_{PE} CF}{\eta_{alt} V} \]  

where \( V_{PE} \) describes the reduced fuel consumption with a reduction of required power at a particular point of the engine map and represents the marginal engine’s efficiency. Following
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the 'Willans approach', the consumption of effective power is nearly constant and almost independent from engine speed at low engine loads. Another important factor to consider

| Table 4.6: Values of consumption of effective power for gasoline and diesel engines |
|------------------|-------------------|
| Type of engine   | Consumption of effective power [\text{l/kWh}] |
| Gasoline         | 0.264             |
| Diesel           | 0.22              |

in equation 4.5.1 is the alternator efficiency $\eta_{alt}$ essential for the conversion from mechanical into electrical power and vice versa. An efficiency value of 0.67 is considered. $CF$ is the conversion factor from fuel consumption to $CO_2$ emissions. In Table 4.7 typical values for both gasoline and diesel engines are shown. The other factors influencing the $CO_2$ emissions

| Table 4.7: Values of conversion factor from fuel consumption to $CO_2$ emission for gasoline and diesel engines |
|------------------|-------------------|
| Type of engine   | Conversion factor [\text{gCO$_2$/l}] |
| Gasoline         | 2330              |
| Diesel           | 2640              |

are the power converter efficiency that in this case is 0.9, the harvested power from the four shock absorbers $P_g$ and the vehicle speed $V$. Following this procedure, the results obtained are shown in Table 4.8. It is possible to notice that in highway conditions the amount of saved $CO_2$ is about $0.3 \, g/km$, while in urban roads the amount of $CO_2$ saved is between 1.1 and $2.7 \, g/km$. Considering that the analyzed vehicle has $CO_2$ emissions between 100 and 150 $g/km$, the saving that has been obtained is between the 0.2% and 1.8% depending on the driving condition. So, according to the DOT usage statistics the average value of $CO_2$ saved during the entire use of the vehicle is between 0.8 and $1.5 \, g/km$. 


### Table 4.8: Values of CO₂ savings per kilometer for both gasoline and diesel engines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SCO₂ Gasoline [g/km]</th>
<th>SCO₂ Diesel [g/km]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISO A - 110 kph</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO A - 130 kph</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO B - 50 kph</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO C - 50 kph</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOT (ISO A + ISO B)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOT (ISO A + ISO C)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 5

Conclusions and recommendations

In this thesis, the model of regenerative hydraulic vehicle suspension, which can generate electric power from road irregularities, was analyzed and integrated into a full vehicle model of a segment C car. The aim of this project is to provide a complete model to predict the harvestable power, the CO\textsubscript{2} emission reduction and also the dynamic performance improvement of this kind of regenerative damper. A full assessment of the performance of this kind of damper is carried out, providing a complete analysis of the chassis motion, harvestable power and road handling characteristics as a function of the external resistance of the damper (the control parameter), the vehicle speed and road profile. The full vehicle model is studied in CarSim\textsuperscript{®}, while the regenerative damper is developed in Matlab\textsuperscript{®}. The existing interface between these two softwares was exploited in order to achieve all the results presented throughout the thesis. The model receives as input random road profiles generated according to the ISO 8608 classification. The simulations provide an estimation of harvested power and, hence, of CO\textsubscript{2} reduction. This estimation is also carried out considering the average vehicle usage of a North American customer. The results show that an average value of 1.5 g/km of CO\textsubscript{2} reduction can be achieved considering a mission profile reflecting the vehicle usage statistics from DOT. This value accounts for 1 – 1.5% of the vehicle CO\textsubscript{2} emissions. This reduction is obtained thanks to an average amount of
harvested power of about 100 W. In this thesis, it was chosen to evaluate the urban condition in both ISO B and ISO C road profiles, because of the lack of a regulation indicating the exact profile associated to it, due to the high variability of the phenomenon. These results are obtained without degrading the vehicle comfort and handling characteristics. This has been possible analyzing the behavior of the damper with different shunt resistances and road conditions and choosing an appropriate value in order to maximize the harvested power, and at the same time minimizing the sprung mass accelerations and RHI. A reduction from 2 to 7% of vehicle sprung mass acceleration is achieved thanks to the design of the damper, that shows the optimal value of damping coefficient in proximity of the maximum of the damper efficiency curve. This condition allows to achieve good harvesting capabilities without compromising comfort or handling characteristics, if an appropriate shunt resistance is chosen. All these values are consistent when considering this kind of damper applied on this specific vehicle.

5.1 Recommendations

In this thesis, the \( \text{CO}_2 \) savings has been evaluated with efficiency values of the engine and alternator coming from EC regulations. In order to improve the accuracy for the evaluation of the \( \text{CO}_2 \) reduction, the model of an alternator could be inserted into the full vehicle model. An important step, for further development of the model, is the application of a prototype into a vehicle suspension system in order to:

- evaluate all the parameters shown in this thesis (harvested power, chassis accelerations, RHI)
- analyze the correlation between the computational and experimental results
- improve the model according to the new experimental data

A cost estimation for large scale production of the regenerative damper is necessary in order to evaluate if the benefits achieved are worth the increase in production cost, and thus the broader implementation on production vehicles.
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Appendix A: Correlation of CarSim and Simulink model

In this appendix, all the results coming from the simulations for the validation of the CarSim and Simulink model, which are not shown inside the thesis for sake of brevity, are presented. The results coming from the sine sweep test are shown in Figure 1. In this case, the parameters considering for the validation are: vertical acceleration measured at CG, longitudinal acceleration and pitch angle. The other quantities are not considered because of the fact that this test is done on a straight line and so the quantities are all null.

Concerning the double lane changes, all the quantities are evaluated, i.e. the vertical, longitudinal and lateral accelerations and the pitch, roll and yaw angle. The results from the double lane change test are shown in Figure 2.
A. Correlation of CarSim and Simulink model

Figure 1: Model outputs - Sine sweep test

(c) Longitudinal acceleration - Original model
(d) Longitudinal acceleration - Modified model
(e) Pitch angle - Original model
(f) Pitch angle - Modified model

(a) Vertical acceleration - Original model
(b) Vertical acceleration - Modified model
(c) Longitudinal acceleration - Original model
(d) Longitudinal acceleration - Modified model
A. Correlation of CarSim and Simulink model

Figure 2: Model outputs - Double lane change
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